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main conclusion. By focusing on the structural characteristics and underlying mathematical
calculations of some 50 odd official Chinese calendars – covering a period of nearly two
millennia up to the mid 17th century when a major reform was undertaken under the
influence of Western Jesuit missionaries – Martzloff brings to light what he presents as
an apparent paradox between two notions of time. Furthermore, he explains the multiple
official reforms of the Chinese calendar during the period under consideration through
an indeterminate conception of the movements of the planets and a firm belief in the
limitations of mathematics to describe them.1 But since Martzloff does not provide any
conclusion, let us not speculate about the latter, but rather discuss the actual purpose
and content of his book.
Divided into three sections – ‘The Chinese calendar’, ‘The calculations’, ‘Examples of
calculations’ – and an appendix, the reader can discover in this book many original concep-
tual tools to study Chinese calendrical science globally and from an internalistic point of
view up to 1644. Philological and terminological discussions, as well as contextual consid-
erations, are not the object of Martzloff’s work, which is thus in stark contrast with Nathan
Sivin’s book of the same year [Sivin, 2009]. We find in the later a useful multi-dimensional
approach to research and the translation of the so-called Chinese Season-granting system
(Shoushi li), a set of methods for generating annual almanacs submitted to the throne in
1280 during Mongolian rule.
In the first chapter, Martzloff introduces a distinction between what he calls “the surface
structure” and the “deep structure” of the calendar. This allows him to describe first the
“tangible calendar” according to its structural components, and then in the second section
of the book the mathematical, or “profound” aspects “hidden” behind it. Whereas the texts
related to the “profound structure” were published later on under imperial control in the
astronomical chapters of the historical annals of each dynasty, the “surface structure”
was available to a large audience in the (official and unofficial) form of printed almanacs.
These were in use during the current year, but rarely survived for later generations. This
textual situation allows one eventually to mathematically recalculate the calendar constants
or to reconstruct how calendars of specific years were obtained. Martzloff’s distinction,
which has no counterpart in the Chinese realm, is based on what he understands as the con-ent limité des mathématiques . . .” (p. 110).
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according to a numbered sequence of days (“Thus, this time is discrete.” p. 32), in mathe-
matical calculations all calculable events are situated theoretically, expressed by tiny units,
with respect to a common origin, in general the beginning of the sexagesimal cycle:
“When all events are thus brought down to a common origin, everything happens as if
time could be located geometrically along a straight line. In this way, the events of the
calendar likely to be taken into account in the profound structure of the calendar are uni-
formly deﬁned by the time t which separates them in a linear way from a unique origin,
which means somewhat by their abscissa, even if the Chinese sources do not formulate
things geometrically.” (pp. 32–33).
Martzloff then discusses generally in detail the fundamental components and cycles of
the Chinese calendar involved in describing the duration and the division of the cyclic
movements of the sun and moon in a year’s time. In Section II, on ‘calculations’, Martzloff
presents separately techniques concerning positional astronomy and the establishment of
the calendar for calendrical systems established before and after 1281. He identifies a shift
in the use of “technical terms” and the “notation of numbers” (p. 198) that occurs in that
year. Unfortunately, whether this is due to any influence by Muslim astronomers in the
Mongol court he does not ask. Calculation techniques mainly serve the purpose of adjust-
ing an integral number of moon cycles to one solar cycle divided into 24 theoretical divi-
sions to one calendar year. Intercalary months were added during certain years to make
this adjustment. It was also necessary to determine other mean or true instants in the tem-
poral chain specific to the Chinese context, including the mo, mie, ruqi, ruli – just to name
some of the technical terms that the author has chosen to leave untranslated. This second
section of the book also includes an excursion round the first occurrence of a written sym-
bol for the number zero in Chinese mathematical texts and astronomical tables of the Tang
dynasty (618–907). For the latter the author entirely bases his arguments on the 1975/1976
edition of the astronomical canons in the dynastic histories.
When reading the first two sections of the present book, one often wonders what exactly
are the textual evidences for the author’s very general statements that he presents in a style
similar to a modern mathematics manual. Thus we find a large number of formalized, num-
bered formulas, ‘definitions’, ‘rules’, ‘justifications’, ‘criteria’, ‘results’ and ‘methods’ with-
out indicating whether these correspond to anything in the astronomical canons. For
instance, the section on ‘The representation of numbers’ (Chapter II.3) is based according
to the author on a “systematic corpus of examples for the numbers used in the official
astronomical canons” (p. 110). However, his presentist uncritical approach transcribes as
fractions what is rather presented as whole numbers related to varying denominators in
the texts. Therefore, it actually conceals the Chinese conception of numbers applied to vary-
ing divisions of time. The unadvised reader will be even more confused when looking at
Table 3.1 and the formulas on pp. 114–116 giving the division of the solar year in the Dayan
li, a Tang dynasty calendar in use from 729 to 761. Not only does Martzloff’s arrangement
not follow the original order of arranging various types of division in the historical annals,
the Tangshu, but at several occurrences in the table and the respective text the numbers b2;2
and b2;3 are wrongly given as 120 and 60 instead of 60 and 72 respectively.
2
The third section of the book describes mathematical calculations for one specific year of
four different calendars each; one separate chapter is devoted to the mo and mie days of2 Furthermore, there is also a confusion between j2;1 and j2;4 on p. 115.
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the years 450/451 and 877 and 1417. But it is left to the reader to link together what Mar-
tzloff at the outset of the book had separated: the surface structure and the profound struc-
ture of the calendar. A detailed discussion of how precisely the results of the calculation
techniques and the data in the almanacs are related to each other would have been greatly
welcome.
The three central sections of the book are complemented by an appendix, which unfor-
tunately has not been taken into account in the book indexes. In its heterogeneous content
we find selective data in tabular form “summarizing some” (p. 358) or “limited to the essen-
tial” (p. 343) astronomical constants or cycles. The last section argues, against “the best spe-
cialized works” (p. 367), that the term li, often translated as calendar, corresponds indeed to
the notion of ‘astronomical canon’, a comprehensive set of methods to calculate the astro-
logical and astronomical calendar and ephemerides. It is regrettable that Martzloff does not
give credit here to two major monographic contributions on li done by contemporary Chi-
nese authors like Chen Meidong [Chen, 1995] and Qu Anjing [Qu, 2005], which he never-
theless lists in his bibliography. Both do understand the term the way Martzloff advocates,
and even go further in pointing out intersections with methods found in mathematical
literature.
Finally, the bibliography: Martzloff first gives an annotated bibliography of chronolog-
ical tables of the Chinese calendar, and then separately lists primary and secondary sources.
The latter is subdivided according to the language they are written in, but the former is sub-
divided in such sections as ‘official astronomical canons in dynastic histories’, ‘manuscript
and unprinted calendars’, ‘other sources’, again subdivided into several categories.
Although Martzloff has made every effort to be exhaustive, it is very cumbersome for
the reader to find a source referred to, not to mention some abbreviations to often-cited
titles that one has to check against a table at the beginning of the book. For example TON-
GHUI cited in n. 4 p. 356 is an abbreviation given on p. 14, but could have been referred to
as listed in the bibliography as Ren Jiyu, 1993a.
Altogether, the book has the merit of trying to give the first general picture of Chinese
calendrical science over the long run in a Western language. Joseph Needham did not
understand the value of doing so. The non-specialist reader without knowledge of Chinese
will however have a hard time trying to follow Martzloff’s explanations. Not only has the
reader to deal with numerous untranslated technical terms in pinyin transcription (except
for the untranslatable common Chinese notion of ‘qi’, which Martzloff insists on translat-
ing as ‘souffle solaire’), but he may be left with the impression that Chinese calendrical tech-
niques were written in the modern language of mathematics. The choice Martzloff has
made for his presentation of that particular branch of astronomical science in China’s past
can well be understood in light of his programmatic statement p. 23, insisting on the emi-
nent role that mathematics had played in the establishment of the calendar. A harmoniza-
tion and revision of the style of presentation and the correction of typos and incoherencies
certainly are necessary for a second, more readable edition.
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Edited by Francine F. Abeles. New York (Lewis Carroll Society of North America). 2010.
ISBN 978-0-930326-25-8. xx + 271 pp.Francine Abeles has spent many years tracking down details of the legacy of Charles
Dodgson, the mathematician who wrote under the pseudonym ‘Lewis Carroll’. The Lewis
Carroll Society of North America has published a series of volumes of Carroll’s pamphlets
devoted to particular topics, and Abeles has previously edited the volumes devoted to his
mathematical and to his political pamphlets [Dodgson, 1994, 2001]. In view of the logical
basis for a good deal of the humour in the ‘Alice’ books, it is not surprising that Dodgson
also paid attention to logic in its own right, and the present volume is a further collection
edited by Abeles and devoted to items ranging from manuscripts and privately printed
sheets to articles in periodicals like Mind. Abeles provides an introduction to the volume
as a whole, as well as introductions to the sections itemized below. The result helps to fill
in details of the picture of Dodgson as part of an intellectual community as well as Carroll
as popularizer.
The logical books that Dodgson wrote came out toward the end of his life and under the
name of ‘Lewis Carroll’. The choice of the pseudonym was presumably not for the sake of
reducing the importance of the subject, although the author was determined to make it look
a little less formidable. Abeles points out that Dodgson was concerned with his ability to
leave enough of an estate to provide for family members, so he had an especial interest
in promoting the sales of the logic texts. The Game of Logic came out in 1887 and Symbolic
Logic, Part I in 1896. One of the factors that led to increased interest in Dodgson’s logic of
recent decades was the publication by W.W. Bartley in 1977 of a collection on the subject
including the previous unpublished Part II of Symbolic Logic [Bartley, 1977]. That publica-
tion spared Abeles the necessity of including some material that would have been otherwise
hard to find. She also pays tribute to the recent work of Amirouche Moktefi, whose disser-
tation brought texts and interpretation together.
Despite the temptation, Abeles studiously refrains from drawing on the ‘Alice’ books as
evidence for how far back Dodgson’s interest in logic went. She is able to document his con-
cern with the subject as early as 1855 on the strength of the published diaries. Her sugges-
tion that there was a link between his interest in geometry à la Euclid and his pursuit of
symbolic logic is persuasive, since he saw a kind of certainty available in both areas. In fact,
she documents his claim that if it were not for the certainty available, he would not have
been inclined to study the subjects, mathematics or logic.
